Autoimmune hepatitis 2 (20) 5 (13.8)
Primary biliary cholangitis 1 (10) 2 (6.4)
Primary sclerosing cholangitis 0 (0) 1 (3.2)
Ethylism 0 (0) 2 (6.4)
Chronic hepatitis C virus infection 2 (20) 11 (35.4)
AH-PBC overlap 0 (0) 4 (12.9)
Polycystic disease 0 (0) 3 (9.6)
Cryptogenic 1 (10) 0 (0)
BMI pre-transplant 27.5±3.7 24.0±3.1
BMI pre-transplant interpretation
Low 0 (0) 2 (6.4)
Normal 3 (30) 19 (61.2)
Overweight 4 (40) 2 (6.4)
BMI post transplant 27.6±3.7 24.8±2.9
BMI post-transplant interpretation
Low 0 (0) 0 (0)
Normal 2 (20) 14 (45.1)
Overweight 6 (60) 16 (51.6)
Obesity 2 (20) 1 (3.2)

MASLD, metabolic dysfunction-associated steatotic liver disease; AIH, autoimmune hepatitis; PBC, primary biliary colangitis; BMI, body mass index.

Figure 1. Prevalence of steatosis in patients receiving liver transplantation.
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Observational Study of Biliary Duct stenosis in patients with Post-Liver Transplant
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Introduction and Objectives: Liver transplant is a surgical procedure indicated in terminal hepatic diseases or patients who fail any other type of treatment. Complications of liver transplant are stenosis of biliary tract, with an incidence of 5-25%, which influences both morbidity and mortality.

Nowadays, treatment has evolved with Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography (ERCP). This treatment consists of dilation, prosthesis placement and stents.

The main objective of this study consists in describing the clinical characteristics, therapeutic strategies, results and impact in post-liver transplant patients with bile duct stenosis at the National Medical Center “20 de Noviembre”.

Materials and Patients: In this retrospective observational study, a total of 39 post-liver transplant patients who presented bile duct stenosis complications were included, receiving endoscopic treatment from 2018 to 2023 with ERCP at the National Medical Center “20 de Noviembre”.

Results: A total of 39 post-liver transplant patients with bile duct stenosis were included. The mean age was 49.8 years, with equal distribution between genders. The main causes of liver transplantation were autoimmune diseases (41%) and alcohol-induced liver cirrhosis (23%). The immunosuppressive treatment they received consisted of myco-phenolate mofetil (MMF), tacrolimus, and prednisone in 92% of the cases. Regarding endoscopic procedures, a total of 163 ERCP were performed, an average of 4 per patient with prosthesis placement in 64%, mainly plastic (64%). Pneumatic dilation was the most used method (64%). The complication related to endoscopic procedure was cholangitis in 17.9%, without pancreatitis. Bile duct rehabilitation was successful in 64%. Three patients presented death, all related to graft rejection.

Conclusions: Bile duct stenosis is a significant complication in post-liver transplant patients, which must be treated individually. Bile duct rehabilitation was successful in more than half of the cases. That said, placement of prosthesis is the most effective strategy in these cases. However, additional research is required to identify success predictors and improve the management of post-transplant complications.
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Figure 1. Number of bile duct rehabilitations and remission (N=39)
N-acetyl cysteine prevents alterations generated during experimental liver steatosis induced by a chronic consumption of alcohol plus a hypercaloric diet.
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**Introduction and Objectives:** Metabolic alterations and alcohol consumption are the most common etiological agents related to hepatic steatosis (HS) development. There is little evidence that shows the effects generated by synergy of both etiologic agents. N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) is a drug whose efficacy in the early stages of SH, generated by a hypercaloric diet plus alcohol consumption, is unknown.

The aim of this work was to evaluate NAC effects on oxidative stress, and metabolic alterations induced in HS experimentally induced by chronic ethanol consumption plus a hypercaloric diet.

**Materials and Patients:** C57BL/6 mice (n=4) grouped into 1) Control; 2) HF/OH, administrated with hypercaloric diet and ethanol; 3) HF/OH+NAC, same treatments of group 2 plus NAC. Serum markers of liver damage and anorexigenic and orexigenic adipokines were evaluated; oxidative stress markers in liver samples were analyzed; finally, a H&E stain was performed. This project was conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the University of Guadalajara under the approval number of the bioethics, research, and ethics research committees CI-02920.

**Results:** NAC prevents weight gain and metabolic alterations generated by concomitant consumption of a hypercaloric diet and alcohol; this drug improves changes in anorexigenic and orexigenic adipokines such as leptin, ghrelin, resistin, GLP-1, and modulates total, HDL, and LDL cholesterol levels. On the other hand, NAC reduces CYP2E1 and alcohol dehydrogenase expression, as well as the oxidative environment induced by both etiological agents, by avoiding an increase in malondialdehyde levels, promoting Nrf2 transcription factor expression and superoxide dismutase; also preventing an increase in the expression of Catalase. Finally, H&E staining showed that NAC prevents the development of tissue alterations in the liver parenchyma generated by the consumption of a hypocaloric diet plus alcohol.

**Conclusions:** In this work, we demonstrate that NAC prevents metabolic alterations and oxidative damage related to early phases of HS induced by concomitant consumption of alcohol plus a hypercaloric diet. These effects would slow down the development of more severe stages of this disease.
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**Hepatopathy at the Civil Hospital of Guadalajara, Fray Antonio Alcalde (HCGFAA) in the last 25 years and its international scientific productivity**
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**Introduction and Objectives:** With the creation of the Doctorate Program in Molecular Biology in Medicine, the first clinical and molecular hepatology research studies began at the HCGFAA in 1998. SCOPUS uses the H-Index to assess researchers’ quality and scientific productivity; however, this parameter does not evaluate co-authors, first author, or corresponding author. This bibliometric study aimed to evaluate the scientific productivity of the Department of Genomic Medicine in Hepatology-HCGFAA (Jalisco) and its current ranking in Mexico.

**Materials and methods:** We searched the CONAHCYT database and selected the active hepatology researchers according to the platform’s classification categories (July 2022). Subsequently, we recollected SCOPUS’s H-Index and estimated the co-author’s number (collaboration index) per article, first author and corresponding author.

**Results:** We identified 31 hepatology researchers in the National Researchers’ System (SNI): 18 level I, 5 level II, and 7 level III categories. A 78% of them are located in: Mexico City (13), Jalisco (7), and Nuevo Leon (4). The average number of scientific publications/H-Index was 20/7.6 in the SNI researchers’ level I, SNI II 24/9.4, and SNI III 142/31. A 29% of SNI I researchers’ publications belonged to the first author and corresponding author articles, SNI II had 36%, and SNI III had 43%. The maximum number of authors per article ranged from 3 to 1055. The average of international citations in the SNI I category was 271, SNI II 619, and SNI III 3566.

**Conclusions:** The data shows a consolidation of hepatopathy at HCGFAA in Jalisco, as well as in Mexico City and Nuevo Leon. The bibliometric parameters allowed us to evaluate the researcher’s contribution as the first or corresponding author. It also revealed that cases with many co-authorships and highly cited articles in first-quartile journals are related to the consensus, pharmaceutical industry, and epidemiological studies.